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Partner with your Angels to manifest your soul qualities and gifts - what you came to earth to create.

Christophers words and gentle healing presence are a potent link to the transforming power of love and

awareness that your Angels carry for you. 2 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, NEW AGE:

Healing Details: "My primary gift is helping you to connect with your Angels for guidance, assistance,

healing, love and illumination of your next step on your souls journey." - Christoper Spiritual  Healing

Studies Christopher has facilitated large and small angel gatherings and individual Angel sessions in the

Americas and in Europe for over twelve years. Ordained in the Church of Divine Unity after five years of

intensive study in spiritual and energetic healing, Christopher has also worked alongside master spiritual

healers from many of the world's spiritual traditions. His travels and studies have provided him the honor

and opportunity to learn and practice within Native American, Buddhist, Christian, and Hindu, spiritual

communities. He has trained extensively with teachers from the Barbara Brennan School of Healing,

Energy Mastery School, and the Energy Healing Institute. He has also attended Doreen Virtue's Angel

Therapy Practitioners Trainings. Angelic Healing Gifts Christopher combines his training with his own

primary gift of helping people to connect with their Angels for guidance, assistance, healing, love and

illumination for their next step on their soul's journey. He is widely recognized and appreciated for helping

others to receive personalized messages, inspiration, and the healing energy of the Angels. His style is

gentle, humorous sensitive and clear. Communication skills that get right to the heart of presenting

issues. Business  Technology Background Christopher is also an innovator in the field of computer

technology. He has started 5 companies and created strategic partnerships with IBM, Unisys, Motorola

and other leading organizations. Drawing upon his extensive experience, he is able to help organizations

and businesses accept divine help and assistance in areas essential to prosperous and successful

operation. Organizational Consultancy He also works with organizational leaders and educators in large

and small gatherings to help them align with their highest goals and purpose. He helps them to

strengthen the link between their intuition and everyday thinking - leadership skills that are essential to
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leaders of the future. With these skills he helps organizations shift and expand the perspectives from

which they operate. Accessing the succinct messages and guidance of the angels, Christopher can help

clients clarify resources, relationships, finances, and express the dreams of their soul and heart. People

who are interested in Wayne Dyer Louise Hay Doreen Virtue should consider this download.
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